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A source of economic and financial risks with unique characteristics  

• Far-reaching impact in breadth and magnitude 

• Foreseeable nature 
• Irreversibility 

• Dependency on short-term actions 
• Not fully reflected in asset valuations 

Source: NGFS (April 2019), A call for action: Climate change as a source of financial risk

Climate Change as Economic & Financial Risk 



Central Banks and 
Supervisors Network for 
Greening the Financial 
System

Since 2017 
42 Members, 8 Observers (Jul 2019)
New members
• Abu Dhabi Financial Services Regulatory 

Authority, 
• Central Bank of Malta, 
• Commission de Surveillance du Secteur

Financier (Luxembourg),
• Dubai Financial Services Authority, 
• Hong Kong Monetary Authority,
• South African Reserve Bank.
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Bangkok is About to Have a Climate 
Unknown to Any Place on Earth

Bastin JF, Clark E, Elliott T, Hart S, van den Hoogen J, et al. 
(2019) Understanding climate change from a global 
analysis of city analogues. PLOS ONE 14(7): e0217592. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0217592
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/jou
rnal.pone.0217592

Bangkok will experience both
• increased extreme 

precipitation events (+5% 
rainfall wettest month) and, 

• severity and intensity of 
droughts (-14% rainfall driest 
month). 

• “The fate of major tropical 
cities remains highly uncertain 
because many…will experience 
unprecedented climate 
conditions.” 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0217592


Impact modelling –
Transition and Physical Risks & Opportunities

Policy
15 years+

Technology
15 years +

+
ü1.5°C-Scenario

ü2°C-Scenario

ü3°C-Scenario / NDC

ü1.5°C-Scenario

ü2°C-Scenario

ü3°C-Scenario / NDC

Climate VaR

Physical
15 years +

üAverage RCP 8.5

+
=

ii. Physical Risks & Opportunitiesi. Transition Risks & Opportunities

ü6 x 2˚C Scenario ü Worst Case 
RCP 8.5

ü6 x 2˚C Scenario

Transition Risks Transition Opportunities



Paris Agreement
By 2020, countries to update their Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDCs) to collectively: 
• reduce emissions by 45%+ by 2030 and
• achieve carbon neutrality by 2050

Net Zero-Carbon by 2050
• Commitment from 66 countries & EU, 100+ Cities
• UN-convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance (US$2 trillion 

in AUM) – 12 investors incl. Allianz, CalPERS, and Alecta

ASEAN commitment at UN Climate Action Summit 2019
Energy intensity dropped by 21.9% compared to 2005.
Goal by 2025 to:
• Drop energy intensity by 30% by 2025, 
• Increase share of renewable energy to 23% 

We are in the middle of a 
50-year transition
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Figure 16: Portfolio Temperature Gauge for Coal and Renewable Energy Portfolios

Note: The thermometer shows the warming trajectory of this portfolio and relates it to important 
target temperatures in global climate change negotiations. This portfolio’s warming trajectory 
(marked in blue) considers the weighted warming trajectory of all portfolio positions. Current and 
future carbon intensity play a central role in this calculation. The formula for calculating future carbon 
intensity is projected Scope 1 emission levels divided by current revenues plus forecasted, patented 
green revenues.

Source: Carbon Delta 

Warming trajectory of 30,000 global companies

Source: UNEP FI (May 2019), Changing Course: A comprehensive investor guide to scenario-based methods for climate risk assessment, in response to the TCFD

57Changing Course | Comparing Climate Value at Risk Across 1.5°C, 2°C and 3°C Worlds |

The market portfolio is far from being aligned 
with a 2°C, let alone 1.5°C world
The need to align with a 2°C world becomes even more apparent when looking at the 
Market Portfolio results under the Warming Potential analysis. This extremely well diver-
sified portfolio is currently aligned with a temperature of  3.4°C, which is a good distance 
away off  from achieving the 2°C alignment goal defined in the Paris Agreement, let alone 
the more ambitious 1.5°C goal.

Breaking the warming potential down further by sectors in Figure 13 emphasizes the 
misalignment. Agriculture (5.4°C), Mining, Petroleum & Refining (5.2°C), Transportation 
(5.2°C) and Utility Services (4.8°C); all have alarming levels of  warming potential. In this 
context, the model helps investors to shift their investments into more climate-friendly 
sector of  companies in order to set a strategic path for alignment over the coming years to 
eventually achieve a 2°C or even 1.5°C alignment goal.

Overall, the results clearly point out that more rapid policy action, on the one hand, is 
urgently needed to prevent climate change beyond 2°C of  warming. On the other hand, the 
analysis also outlines that companies have already started to act and are actively working 
on the low carbon transition, as evidenced by the significant amount of  green technology 
opportunities in this Market Portfolio universe. This in turn represents important stock 
selection opportunities for institutional investors, not to be missed.

Figure 13: Portfolio Temperature Gauge

Note: The thermometer shows the warming trajectory of this portfolio and relates it to important 
target temperatures in global climate change negotiations. This portfolio’s warming trajectory 
(marked in blue) considers the weighted warming trajectory of all portfolio positions. Current and 
future carbon intensity play a central role in this calculation. The formula for calculating future carbon 
intensity is projected Scope 1 emission levels divided by current revenues plus forecasted, patented 
green revenues.

Source: Carbon Delta 



Global Cost of Transition
Cost to Global 30,000 companies

Source: UNEP FI (May 2019), Changing Course: A comprehensive investor guide to scenario-based methods for climate risk assessment, in response to the TCFD

Climate Risks Climate VaR at 2C warming at 15 year NPV
Physical risk -$1.7 trillion
Transition risk Policy risk -$6.6 trillion +$1.2 trillion if delayed policy action

Technology opportunities $5.6 trillion

Net transition risk -$1.0 trillion
Aggregated risk -$2.7 trillion



Climate change impact greatly differ by regions and 
sectors - Big winners and losers in Asia
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Table 20: Manulife Canadian equity portfolio results

Scenario

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 

from transition 
risk (%)

Multiple 
of the 3°C 

scenario

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 

from technology 
opportunity (%)

Multiple 
of the 3°C 

scenario

Total portfolio 
VaR in bps 
(portfolio 
weighted)

3°C -12.65 n/a 0.77 n/a -32.0
2°C -48.78 3.9x 2.87 3.8x -106.3

1.5°C -99.77 7.9x 6.91 9.0x -199.9

Note: VaR from transition risk and technology opportunity represents the aggregate downside risk 
exposure and upside potential, respectively, expressed as a percentage of the portfolio’s market 
value under three climate scenarios of declining severity: 3°C, 2°C, and 1.5°C increases, respectively, 
in average global temperatures.

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

Table 21: Manulife Asian equity portfolio results

Scenario

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 

from transition 
risk (%)

Multiple of  
the 3°C

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 

from technology 
opportunity (%)

Multiple of 
the 3°C

Total portfolio 
VaR in bps 
(portfolio 
weighted)

3°C -16.74 n/a 4.99 n/a -117.0
2°C -135.70 8.1x 17.20 3.5x -315.1

1.5°C -177.60 10.6x 40.40 8.1x -390.1

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

One of  the first conclusions to draw from our initial assessment is that the Asian equity 
portfolio is subject to greater relative transition risk under all three climate scenarios, 

as well as a greater potential opportunity from technological innovation. There are two 

primary reasons for the Asian portfolio to potentially incur higher risk. First, the average 

carbon intensity of  Asian companies is higher, which could be attributed to multiple factors 

such as the current greater consumption of  coal for energy production at the country level 

compared with Canada. Second, the risk of  physical hazards in Asia is more severe, which 

is illustrated in the total portfolio VaR column. According to climate firm Four Twenty 
Seven, China leads the world in coastal risks from climate change, with 145 million people 

living on land threatened by rising seas (Deutsche Asset Management & Four Twenty Seven, 

2017). For the purpose of  this analysis it should be noted that a conservative, forward-look-

ing emission price curve was assumed, along with non-aggressive estimates from physical 

hazards risk; if  our analysis had been built on greater severity assumptions, the total impacts 

on the portfolio would be greater. 

However, and perhaps more importantly, we note how the data illustrates the non-linear 
impact of  transition risk and technological opportunity. In other words, the more 

restrictive the warming scenario—in other words, the more stringent the emission decar-

bonisation required to achieve more limited global average temperature increases—the 
greater the negative impact on each portfolio. This non-linearity is also evident in the total 

portfolio VaR. It should also be noted that the sector weights between the two portfolios is 

likely to account for a portion of  VaR differentials, as seen in the table below.
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Table 20: Manulife Canadian equity portfolio results

Scenario

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 
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Multiple 
of the 3°C 
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Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 
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opportunity (%)

Multiple 
of the 3°C 

scenario

Total portfolio 
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(portfolio 
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2°C -48.78 3.9x 2.87 3.8x -106.3

1.5°C -99.77 7.9x 6.91 9.0x -199.9

Note: VaR from transition risk and technology opportunity represents the aggregate downside risk 
exposure and upside potential, respectively, expressed as a percentage of the portfolio’s market 
value under three climate scenarios of declining severity: 3°C, 2°C, and 1.5°C increases, respectively, 
in average global temperatures.

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

Table 21: Manulife Asian equity portfolio results

Scenario

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 

from transition 
risk (%)

Multiple of  
the 3°C

Unweighted 
aggregate VaR 

from technology 
opportunity (%)

Multiple of 
the 3°C

Total portfolio 
VaR in bps 
(portfolio 
weighted)

3°C -16.74 n/a 4.99 n/a -117.0
2°C -135.70 8.1x 17.20 3.5x -315.1

1.5°C -177.60 10.6x 40.40 8.1x -390.1

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

One of  the first conclusions to draw from our initial assessment is that the Asian equity 
portfolio is subject to greater relative transition risk under all three climate scenarios, 

as well as a greater potential opportunity from technological innovation. There are two 

primary reasons for the Asian portfolio to potentially incur higher risk. First, the average 

carbon intensity of  Asian companies is higher, which could be attributed to multiple factors 

such as the current greater consumption of  coal for energy production at the country level 

compared with Canada. Second, the risk of  physical hazards in Asia is more severe, which 

is illustrated in the total portfolio VaR column. According to climate firm Four Twenty 
Seven, China leads the world in coastal risks from climate change, with 145 million people 

living on land threatened by rising seas (Deutsche Asset Management & Four Twenty Seven, 

2017). For the purpose of  this analysis it should be noted that a conservative, forward-look-

ing emission price curve was assumed, along with non-aggressive estimates from physical 

hazards risk; if  our analysis had been built on greater severity assumptions, the total impacts 

on the portfolio would be greater. 

However, and perhaps more importantly, we note how the data illustrates the non-linear 
impact of  transition risk and technological opportunity. In other words, the more 

restrictive the warming scenario—in other words, the more stringent the emission decar-

bonisation required to achieve more limited global average temperature increases—the 
greater the negative impact on each portfolio. This non-linearity is also evident in the total 

portfolio VaR. It should also be noted that the sector weights between the two portfolios is 

likely to account for a portion of  VaR differentials, as seen in the table below.

Manulife Investment Management Case Study –
Comparing Canadian and China equities

Canadian portfolio 
• Large market capitalisation Canadian equities, 
• benchmarked against the S&P/TSX index.
Asian portfolio 
• Equities with primary interest in China, 
• benchmarked against an aggregated MSCI 

China/Hong Kong index. 

Asian portfolio 
• higher average carbon intensity of Asian companies
• greater potential opportunity from technological innovation 
• higher total portfolio Cllimate Value at Risk



Manulife Investment Management Case Study –
Comparing Canadian and China equities

The risk of physical hazards in Asia is more severe 
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Table 23: Manulife total portfolio VaR of these hazards for both portfolios

Physical hazard
Unweighted aggregate 

VaR for Asian equity 
portfolio (%)

Unweighted aggregate 
VaR Canadian equity 

portfolio (%)

Asian equity portfolio 
impact relative to 

Canadian equity portfolio

Extreme heat -48.9 -12.10 4.1x
&RDVWDO�½RRGLQJ -9.8 -0.79 12.3x
Tropical cyclones -2.4 -0.62 4.0x

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

Extreme heat 

Table 24: Manulife industry ranking by exposure to extreme heat risk

Rank Asian equity Canadian equity

1 Electronic equipment Food & staples retailing
2 Real estate management & development Oil & gas and consumable fuels
3 Banks Banks
4 Construction materials Auto components
5 Oil & gas and consumable fuels Metals & mining

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

While the diversity of  industries exposed to extreme heat is important to recognise, the port-
folios’ largest industry exposures—banks and oil and gas—are affected to different degrees. 
Notably, the impact on the Asian equity portfolio is three times more severe in both indus-
tries. The primary reason driving this result is that climate science indicates that extreme 
heat will be more significant to the Asia Pacific region than to North America. The United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) states that ‘the numbers 
[of  people] affected will be largest in the mega deltas of  Asia and Africa’(UNFCCC, 2011).

&RDVWDO�½RRGLQJ

Table 25: Manulife industry ranking by exposure to coastal flooding risk

Rank Asian equity Canadian equity

1 Electronic equipment Banks
2 Oil & gas and consumable fuels Capital markets
3 Real estate management and development Metals & mining

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

Tropical cyclones

Table 26: Manulife industry ranking by exposure to tropical cyclone risk

Rank Asian equity Canadian equity

1 Diversified telecommunications Oil & gas and consumable fuels
2 Banks Capital markets
3 Electronic equipment Banks
4 Oil & gas and consumable fuels Food & staples retailing

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta
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Extreme heat 

Table 24: Manulife industry ranking by exposure to extreme heat risk

Rank Asian equity Canadian equity

1 Electronic equipment Food & staples retailing
2 Real estate management & development Oil & gas and consumable fuels
3 Banks Banks
4 Construction materials Auto components
5 Oil & gas and consumable fuels Metals & mining

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

While the diversity of  industries exposed to extreme heat is important to recognise, the port-
folios’ largest industry exposures—banks and oil and gas—are affected to different degrees. 
Notably, the impact on the Asian equity portfolio is three times more severe in both indus-
tries. The primary reason driving this result is that climate science indicates that extreme 
heat will be more significant to the Asia Pacific region than to North America. The United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) states that ‘the numbers 
[of  people] affected will be largest in the mega deltas of  Asia and Africa’(UNFCCC, 2011).

&RDVWDO�½RRGLQJ

Table 25: Manulife industry ranking by exposure to coastal flooding risk

Rank Asian equity Canadian equity

1 Electronic equipment Banks
2 Oil & gas and consumable fuels Capital markets
3 Real estate management and development Metals & mining

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

Tropical cyclones

Table 26: Manulife industry ranking by exposure to tropical cyclone risk

Rank Asian equity Canadian equity

1 Diversified telecommunications Oil & gas and consumable fuels
2 Banks Capital markets
3 Electronic equipment Banks
4 Oil & gas and consumable fuels Food & staples retailing

Source: Manulife, Carbon Delta

Extreme heat is the No.1 physical hazard in Canada & China ← Higher cooling cost

Banks: Severity x3 for Asian portfolio


